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Electromagnetic and Magnetometer Surveys, were conducted 

over a group of twenty mining claims held by Rush Lake Explorations 

and located in Genoa Township/ Ontario. These surveys were 

carried out during the month of March 1972. The electromagnetic

observations were made using a jJgnjjiaJjM^J^ instrument and the 

magnetic readings using a Scintrex .MF- 1, instrument.

The magnetometer survey delineated three anomalous zones 

that undoubtedly indicate the presence of iron formation on the 

claims group. This iron formation generally referred to as 

the Woman River Iron Formation is a predominant geological 

feature in the Rush Lake Area. The electromagnetic survey
•i

showed some weakly defined conductivity associated with the 

strong magnetic zones.

Further exploration work is warranted on the ground. A 

report submitted on January 19, 1972, recommended geophysical 

surveys as the first stage of an exploration program on the 

claims group to be followed by a limited amount of diamond 

drilling. It is now suggested that some geological work be 

carried out prior to proceeding with a drilling program. The 

cost of a geological reconnaissance survey to provide the required 

geological information should not exceed seven hundred and 

fifty dollars.
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PROPERTY LOCATION AND ACCESS

The property discussed in thi's report consists of a 

group of twenty contiguous mining claims located in the north 

central part of Genoa Township, District of Sudbury, Ontario. 

The north boundary of Genoa Township forms the north boundary 

of the claims group. The southeast corner of the group 

underlies Rush lake.

Genoa Township is located 60 miles southwest of Timmins 

and 12 miles west of the C.N.R. line running north from 

Capreol through Gogama. The area can best be reached by 

plane from Timmins, or Sudbury,, or by road from highway 101 

to Horwood Lake and then by boat or canoe up the Rush River. 

An alternate route is by car to the Jerome Mine and then 

by canoe. Both canoe routes require several portages.

The claims included in the group are further described 

as 279779 to 279798 inclusive.

TOPOGRAPHY

The topography of the property is characterized by low 

wet marsh in the south part near Rush Lake and rising to 

higher ground at the north end. A ridge of quite high 

ground extends in an east-west direction through the central 

part of the claims group. Three claims, and a portion of 

an additional three underly Rush Lake. A small lake or pond 

is located in the northeast corner of the property.

GENERAL GEOLOGY

The strong band of iron formation extending for fourteen 

miles through the general area, accompanied by the presence 

of favourable geological conditions, has attracted mining

J. D. MOOANNEI.L,
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interests to the area since the early part of this century. 

The first published report on the iron range was prepared by 

R.C. Allen in 1909^and published in Volume XVIII, Part I 

by the Ontario Department of Mines. Since that time, several 

other reports and maps have been published both by the Geological 

Survey of Canada and the Ontario Department of Mines.

The general geology of the Rush Lake area is shown on 

the Rush Lake Sheet, Map number 290A, published by the G.S.C. 

in 1933 on the scale of one inch to one mile. A more recent 

sheet, map number 2067, published by the Province of Ontario 

Department of Mines in 1965 on the scale of one inch to one 

half mile shows the geology in much more detail. This latter 

sheet accompanies Geological Report No. 38 by A.M. Goodwin.

An aerial magnetometer survey was also conducted over 

the area by the Department of Mines and Technical Surveys, 

Ottawa and the results shown on Map 2262G, Rush Lake Sheet, 

published in 1963.

The general area is predominantly.underlain by volcanic 

rocks including both acid and basic types. A definite 

contact between the two types extends in a northeast-southwest 

direction through the area and passes just north of Rush 

Lake. Considerable iron formation with some highly altered 

sedimentary rocks follows this contact for approximately 

fourteen miles. This iron formation contains variable amounts 

of chert, silicates, graphite, magnetite, hematite, siderite, 

pyrite and pyrrhotite. Also scattered indications of other 

sulphides especially sphalerite and galena have been noted.

J. D. MoOANNEM,
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The volcanic rocks contact Algoman type granite to the 

south. Numerous small intrusions of this same type of granite 

as well as diorite and quartz diorite occur, throughout both 

the acid and basic volcanics, especially within a few miles 

of the main volcanic - intrusive contact. Numerous dikes 

of younger diabase occur throughout the map area and cut all 

the older rock types.

The claims group discussed in this report is largely 

underlain by basic to intermediate volcanic flows and associ 

ated pyroclastics. These rocks contact granite in'the central 

part of the property with a tongue of the volcanic rocks 

about one quarter mile wide extending south through the 

claims group to approximately o the south boundary. A 200- 

foot band of iron formation composed largely of chert, 

magnetite and silicates extends in an east-west direction 

through the central part of the property and forms a high 

prominant ridge. Two large diabase dikes extend in a slightly 

west of north direction through the central part of the claims 

group. The extreme south and southest corner of the property 

underlies Rush Lake.

GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS

Electromagnetic and Magnetometer surveys, were conducted 

over the group of twenty mining claims discussed in this report. 

This work was carried, out during the month of March 1972. An 

east-west base line was established through the central part

of the property with the west end of the line at the number 4  " ' - 1 '  -      "   . ---.  -

post of claim 279781. North-south picket lines were established 

at 400-foot intervals to provide control for the geophysical

J. D. MCCANN EI,I.
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work. A total of 23.28 miles of lines were cut and chained. 

The electromagnetic observations were made at J.O0-foot 

intervals using a Ronka EM-16 instrument and the magnetic 

readings were taken at 100-foot intervals using a Scintrex 

MF-1 instrument.^ A total of .21.15 miles of IJ^^s was cjn-vfiygj

Three anomalous zones showing high magnetic readings were 

indicated by the magnetometer survey. These anomalies are 

identified as the "A" "B" and "C" zones and are believed to 

indicate the presence of the eastward extension of the Woman 

River Iron Formation across the claims group. The Woman River
-\ 'j

formation is a predominant geological feature in the area and 

showings of sulphide mineralization are known to be closely 

associated with it. The "A" zone forms an east-west anomaly 

2,000 feet long with readings as high as 19,500 gammas. The 

"B" and "C" anomalies are probably parts of one continuous zone 

extending in an east-west direction for approximately 4,200 

feet through the north part of the claims group.

The electromagnetic survey showed the presence of several 

weak conducting zones on the claims group. Some of these zones 

are associated with the strong magnetic anomalies. Sphalerite, 

the most common economic sulphide mineral found in the area/ 

does not provide a strong conducting medium so that these 

conductors should be further checked especially those associated 

with the strong magnetic zones.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A previous report on this claims group recommended a two 

stage explorations program. The first stage was to consist

J. D. MoOANNEr.r.
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of electromagnetic and magnetometer surveys which has now 

been completed. The second stage was to consist of a minimum

of 700 feet of diamond drilling at a cost of five thousand,
* 

two hundred and fifty dollars. This second stage was to be

carried out only if the results of the geophysical work suggested 

it to be warranted. It is now recommended that geological work 

be carried out before proceeding with a drilling program. 

Although some encouraging results were obtained in the electro 

magnetic survey, the conducting zones are not sufficiently 

defined to provide obvious drill targets and they are much too 

numerous and widespread to be checked with a limited amount of 

drilling. The recommended reconnaissance geological work, the 

cost of which should not exceed seven hundred and.fifty dollars 

will greatly assist any proposed diamond drilling program.

Respectfully submitted,

James D. McCannell.

Toronto, Ontario 
April 19, 1972.

J. D,
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RUSH LAKE EXPLORATIONS LIMITED 

Amendment No. l to the

ruary 2 , 1972

OSO

OFFERING

^52 , 6 75 shares, being Llift JJuTance remaining of 58,000 
shares optioned at 30 cents per share, are being offered under 
this Prospectus as amended by a new Optionee

Shares Under 
Option

Maximum Price 
to Public

Maximum 
Underwriting 

Discount

Proceeds 
to Company

52,675 60 C 
C$31,605)

30 30 * 
^15,802.50)

SECONDARY OFFERING

There is a secondary offering of 75,000 shares, the proceeds 
of which will accrue to the selling shareholder, Gordon-Daly Grenadier 
Limited and not to the treasury of the Corporation. None of these 
shares will be offered unless all shares covered by the underwriting 
and option agreement have been taken down and paid for.

PURPOSES OF OFFERING

The purpose of this offering is to provide the Corporation 
with sufficient funds to implement the recommended exploratory program 
on the Corporation's claims described in the Prospectus under the 
heading "Property" and for general corporate purposes described under 
the heading "Use of Proceeds".

i

There is no market for shares of the Corporation. 

THESE SHARES ARE SPECULATIVE SECURITIES

GORDON-DALY GRENADIER 
350 Bay Street 
Toronto, Ontario

OPTIONEE 
This Amendment is dated May .1*7, 1972.

LIMITED



RUSH LAKE EXPLORATIONS LIMITED 

Amendment No. l dated May l?, 1972

VENDORS

By an agreement dated May 15, 1972 the 675,000 escrowed 

shares referred to in the prospectus, which were issued to Esther 

Pancer and David Ruby as part of the consideration for the Company's 

property in the Rush Lake area, were sold to Gordon-Daly Grenadier 

Limited, 350 Bay Street, Toronto, Ontario, a member of the Canadian 

Stock Exchange and a Broker-Dealer registered in the Province of 

Ontario. Pursuant to the same agreement Liberty Securities Limited 

sold the 75,000 shares, free of escrow, which constituted the remainder 

of the vendor consideration to Gordon-Daly Grenadier Limited. The 

said 75,000 shares will be offered under this Prospectus, as amended, 

pursuant to a secondary offering which is referred to on the cover 

page of this amendment and later herein.

PROPERTY

The Company has carried out the line cutting, electromagnetic 

survey and magnetometer survey referred to in the prospectus at a cost 

of $4,906. Mr. J. D. McCannell, geologist, whose report was 

referred to in the Company's Prospectus has given the Company a 

progress report dated May 15, 1972 in which he recommends the

carrying out of additional geological reconnaissance work at an
i 

estimated cost not to exceed $1,500 in order to provide assistance

in the interpretation of the results of the surveys before a 

decision is made as to drilling recommendations. The said progress 

report is available for inspection during business hours at the 

offices of the Ontario Securities Commission, 555 Yonge Street, 

Toronto, Ontario.
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CAPITALIZATION

As of the date hereof the capitalization of the Company 

is as follows:

Description 
of Shares

Authorized by 
Articles of 

Incorporation

Outstanding as at 
date of Balance 

Sheet in the 
Prospectus

Outstanding as at 
, date of thisAmendment

To be outstanding 
if a It securities 

are sold

Common 
Without Par 

Value

3,000,000 750,005 905,330 958,005 (1) 

^7,505.00) C$41,602.50) C$57, 405. 00)

(1) This figure reflects the sale of all underwritten and optioned 
shares.

UNDERWRITING/OPTION

The original Underwriter/Optionee, Liberty Securities 

Limited, 67 Richmond Street West, Toronto, Ontario, has assigned
/

to Gordon-Daly Grenadier Limited, 350 Bay Street, Toronto, Ontario, 

the option remaining outstanding on unissued shares of the Company.

Liberty Securities Limited has taken down and paid for the 

100,000 shares underwritten at 20 cents per share on the effective 

date which was established as the 8th day of February, 1972. 

Subsequently Liberty Securities Limited took down and paid for the 

50,000 shares held under option at 25 cents per share and 5,325 of the 

58,000 shares optioned at 30 cents per share. By an agreement dated 

May 15, 1972, Liberty Securities Limited assigned to Gordon-Daly 

Grenadier Limited, with the consent of Rush Lake Explorations Limited, 

the option remaining outstanding which now covers 52,675 shares at 

30 cents per share, which is exercisable on or before August 8, 1972.
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Gordon-Daly Grenadier Limited, as the new Optionee will 

offer the said shares under this Prospectus. The only persons 

having a greater than 51 interest in Gordon-Daly Grenadier Limited 

are Harry Bregman, 175 Dunvegan Road, Toronto, Ontario, Stanley 

Mourin, 55 Maitland Street, Toronto, Ontario and Peter Cowie, 

4501 Sherbrooke Avenue West, Montreal, Quebec.

SECONDARY OFFERING

Liberty Securities Limited has sold its 75,000 free vendor 

shares to Gordon-Daly Grenadier Limited referred to above. The 

said 75,000 shares will be offered to the public under any of the 

selling plans set forth in this Prospectus as amended, or through 

any security dealer who will be acting as agent, at the usual and 

customary commission rates authorized by the Toronto Stock Exchange 

for the sale of mining shares. The proceeds of sales from the said 

75,000 shares will not accrue to Rush Lake Explorations Limited. 

This offering of 75,000 shares will be made only after all optioned 

shares have been taken down and paid for.

USE OF PROCEEDS

As a result of the recommendations made by Mr. J. D. McCannell 

and referred to in this Amendment, an additional amount estimated 

not to exceed $1,500 will be spent on preliminary examination of the 

property before any drilling recommendation is made or carried out.
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OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS

Mr. lan Albert MacNaughtan, formerly President and a 

Director of the Company resigned May 17, 1972 and his place as 

President and a Director was filled by the appointment of Mr. 

Irwin Arthur Wallace, particulars relating to Mr. Wallace are 

as follows:

President and Director IRWIN ARTHUR WALLACE is a self- 
employed Notary Public and Insurance 
and Real Estate Broker, 330 Bay Street, 
Toronto l, Ontario, and also acts as 
an Officer and/or Director of several 
mining companies, including Blackwater 
Mines Limited, Newrich Explorations 
Limited and Richan Explorations Limited

PROMOTERS

Gordon-Daly Grenadier Limited is now the Promoter of the

Company.

MATERIAL CONTRACTS

In addition to the material contracts listed in the Prospectus,
' i

the Company has entered into the following material contract:

Agreement dated May 15, 1972 between the Company, 
Liberty Securities Limited and Gordon-Daly Grenadier 
Limited providing for the assignment of the outstanding 
option of shares of the Company, all as more particularly 
described in this Amendment

t

A copy of this Agreement may be inspected at the head office of the 

Company during normal business hours while the shares offered hereunder 

are in the course of distribution to the public.

l
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PRINCIPAL HOLDERS OF SHARES

Name and Address Description Type of Number of Percentag
of Class Ownership Shares of Clas

Owned ( l)

Gordon-Daly Grenadier Common Direct 750,000 82.7%
Limited Without par Beneficial 

350 Bay'street, Value 
Toronto l, Ontario

(1) Based on the present issued capital of 905,330 shares

(2) The Directors and senior Officers as'a group directly own 
five common shares

DATED the 17th day of May, 1972.

The foregoing, together with the Prospectus dated 
February 2, 1972, constitutes full, true and plain disclosure of 
all material facts relating to the securities offered by the 
Prospectus and this Amendment as required by Part VII of The 
Securities Act and the Regulations thereunder.

t

"Irwin A. Wallace" "Terry Sokoloff" 
Chief Executive Officer Chief Financial Officer

"Gerard Francis Flaherty" "Caleb Basil Jarvis" 
Director Director

PROMOTER

GORDON-DALY GRENADIER LIMITED

Per:
"Stanley Mourin"
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Tho foregoing, together with the Prospectus dated 
February 2, 1972, constitutes full, true and plain disclosure 
of all material facts relating to the securities offered by 
the Prospectus and this Amendment as required by Part VII of 
The Securities Act and the Regulations thereunder.

OPTIONEE

GORDON-DALY GRENADIER LIMITED

Per:
"Stanley Mourin"
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TO BE ATTACHED AS AN APPENDIX TO TECHNICAL REPORT
FACTS SHOWN HERE NEED NOT BE REPEATED IN REPORT 

TECHNICAL REPORT MUST CONTAIN INTERPRETATION, CONCLUSIONS ETC.

i
PROJECTS 
SECTION

Type of Survey Magnetometer and Electromagnetic 

Township or Ar^ Genoa Twp., Sudbury Mining Div. 

Claim holder(s) Rush Lake Explorations Ltd.

Suite 20 3 , 350 Bay Street, Toronto , On

Author of Report. James D. McCannell
35Q Bay Street, Toronto, Ont.

Covering Dates of Survey. 

Total Miles of Line cut.

March l to 25, 1972

23.28
(linccutting to office)

SPECIAL PROVISIONS 
CREDITS REQUESTED

ENTER 40 days (includes 
line cutting) for first 
survey.

ENTER 20 days for each 
additional survey using 
same grid.

Geophysical

 Electromagnetic

 Magnetometer.

 Radiometric

 Other____

DAYS 
pertjaim

Geological.

Geochemical.

AIRBORNE CREDITS (Special provision credits do not apply to airborne surveys)

Magnetometer. .Electromagnetic, . Radiometric
(enter days per claim)

DATE: June 8, 197 2jIGNATU
Author of Report or Agent'

PROJECTS SECTION 

Res. Geol.

GEOLOGICAL BRANCH.

3 
g
W 
B

I
fa

Prpvi^i's Surveys ,̂ — tx

Checked by.

OROTjORICAI, HRANCH

AnnrnvpH hv

rlatp

rlatp

Approved by. -date.

MINING CLAIMS TRAVERSED 
List numerically

S 310779 v
{prefix) 

S

S

s
s

F s

.........s............

8

8

S

S

S

S

s
s

(number)
279780

279781

279782

279783

279784 J

...3.7.8.7.8.?...................... f
279786 i

279787 !

279788 a

279789

279790

279791

279792

279793

279794

S 279795

..............s............
279796ii*no*Tt***o*n****i***********i*****

TOTAL CLAIIVIS 20



Show instrument technical data in each space for 
type of survey submitted or indicate "not applicable"

GEOPHYSICAL TECHNICAL DATA 

GROUND SURVEYS
Number of Stations_____Lf 1^__________________Number of Readings 
Station i
Line spacing————400
Profile scale or Contour intervals E.M - l" * 30% Maq. 1,0.00 gammas

(specify for each type of survey)

MAGNETIC

Instrument_____Scintrex MF-1___________________________
Accuracy - Scale constant ' Or " 5 garomas

Diurnal correction method hourly check
Base station inratinn Base line at each traverse line established at outset

of survey_________________________\—————--——].-—^—' 
ELECTROMAGNETIC
Tn.rmm*nr ROnka EM-16_________________________________________________________

Coil configuration —————.
Coil separation——————
Accuracy_______or
Method: 53 Fixed transmitter O Shoot back D In line Q Parallel line 
Frpqiienry 17.8 kHz___________Guttler, Maine________^^___^____________

(specify V.L.F. station)

Parameters measured in Phase OUt of Phase^^^————.--..^——^—— 
GRAVITY

Instrument__________________________________________________________ 
Scale constant_________________________________________;_____________
Corrections made.

Base station value and location.

Elevation accuracy-—————.————.-.—.—. 
INDUCED POLARIZATION - RESISTIVITY

Instrument -————————.———-—™,—.—..—.
Time domain——————————————————————————— Frequency domain.
Frequency_____________________________ Range...^—^^.^.^
Power^^—.^-.-.—.—-——.——--————-—.—.^.—-—-—^..^.——-...^-—-.,.^—^—-
Electrode array— 
Electrode spacing. 
Type of electrode,



279782

Lal

SLANCP d v

RUSH LAKE EXPLORATIONS LIMITED
TVVP, SUPBURV MlfNHNG D IVISION

ELECTROMAGNETIC SURVEY
E M



l ~2797is

•••'-.••'•f:
l j.^r,- l f ' V.

ZONE

,:.gnetometer

Gamma Contour Interval

Magnetic Low

279779

USH LAKE EXPUDRATIONS LIMITED
C3EMOA TWP, SL i PENURY M JNHNG DIVISION

MAGNETOMETER SURVEY


